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Gloria Cobb 

Cobb Wins SAC Chair, 

Castro Files Grievance 

Gloria Cobb was mi.rrowly 

elected to serve as next year's 
SAC chair in the recent run·off 
election. 

Immediately following the 
tabulation, Martin Castro, the 
defeated candidate, filed a 
grievance charging that there 
had been violations of the 
election code during the 
voting. 

Cobb received 11 5 votes to 
Castro's 112. Tom Rickels, 
election coordinator, reported 
that there were two spoiled 
ballot s. 

The results of both the 
first and the run-off elections 
are unofficial until the SAC 
meet s ad approves the results. 
Recent problems in obtaining a 

·working quorum have 
complicated matters. 

The Activities Office, 
which sponsored the election, 
hopes to set a time and date 
for Castro.-s grievance hearing 
sometime this' week. The 
hearing will be · open to the 
public. 

T o m Ric ke ls a lso 
a nnounced that write-in 
candidates Linda Stone, . SAC 
At-Large R epresenta tive ; 
Eleanor Gragg, Humanities 
Representative; Terry Lafave, 
NSM Representative ; and Jose 
Banda, Village Representative, 
did not receive a majority of 
the votes cast in last week's 
election. As a result, these 
positions will be filled by 
appointment. 

After six months since the 
hearings began, the Grievance 
Committee for John Webster 
has concluded its assignment 
and filed their report with 
President Frankel. · The 
president must now decide 
whether to accept or reject the 
findings of the committee. The 
following . is the report of the 
committee. 

The Webster Grievance 
Committee met in open and 

. closed sessions on twelve 
separate occasions during a 
time span which began 
December 2, 1976, and ended 
April 8, 1977. In addition, the 
committee has met in 
executive session numerous 
times to discuss and prepare 
this report. 

In accordance with 
Executive Order 240, Section 
11.0, this Committee has 
considered the evidence, 
reached a decision, and 
prepared this report. It consists 
of the Committee's detailed 
flntlings of fact, conclusion, 
and recommendations for 
resolving the matter and the 
rationale for the findings, 
conclusions, and 
recommendations (Section 
11.1) in addition to a minority 
pos1t10n. In preparing this 
report the Committee has paid 
particular attention to Sections 
11.2, 11.3, and 11.4 of 
Executive Order 240. Section 
11.5, which has to do with the 
time allowed to conclude the 
hearings and prepare the report 
within 25 days was waived_by 
both parties to this grievance. 

The Committee has given 
this matter their continued 
close attention throughout the 
entire proceedings and engaged 
in serious deliberation before 
the preparation of this report. 
This Committee concludes that 
the grievant, Dr. John Webster, 
was harmfully wronged, as 
pursuant to Executive Order 
240. 

Sectio n I. De tailed 
Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions; Rationale for 
Findings and Conclusions. 

A. Procedural violations 
substantially harmful to the 
grievant. 

1. The School RPT 
Committee did not have access 
to .the Winter quarter, 1976, 
SOCI, :which had been seen by 
previous lower levels of RPT 
review, both the Chair and the 
Unit Committee. 

2. In its October 1975 
evaluation, the Unit RPT 
Committee clearly required 
that the grievant have outside 
reviews of his research, in 
violation of augmented School 
RPT criteria. 

3. The School RPT 
Committee did not conduct an 
evaluation of the grievant as 
required by Section 308.6 of 
the College Handbook. This is 
especially clear when the 
Graves' minority report to the 
Unit RPT Committee is 
reviewed, wherein he talks of 
the improved Winter quarter 
1976 SOCl, yet the School 
RPT Committee makes no 
inquiry into the fact these 
SOCI were not in the file. 
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4. The Dean did not send 
the file b·ack to the School 
RPT Committee with the 
Winter quarter 1976 SOCI. 

5. The Academic Vice 
President did not send the file 
back for ,reevaluation upon the 
request of the grievant 
(Documents in evidence, 
numbers 33a, 15 Black Binder, 
33c), nor did he insert into the 
RPT file the grievant's memo 
requesting a re-evaluation. 

B. A failure to take into 
account substantial evidence 
favorable to the grievant (as 
distinguished from considering 
evidence and evaluating it 
adversely to the grievant). 

1. The Unit RPT 
Committee did not consider 
other evidence of teaching, as 
required by the RPT criteria, 
but instead relied on the SOCI 
to evaluate the· grievant's 
teaching (testimony by 
Graves). 

2. The School RPT 
Committee did not have an 
opportunity to review the 
Winter quarter 1976 SOCI. 

3. The School RPT 
Committee did not look at any 
other evidence in regard to 
teaching than the SOCI 
(testimony by Sasaki). 

4. None of the reviewing 
levels took into consideration 
the fa.::t t hat the grievant 
repeatedly requested to be on 
the Department curriculum 
committee. 

C. Action which was 
arbitrary, unreasonable, 
prejudicial, capricious, or not 
supported by the evidence. 

1. The Dean did not insert 
the Winter quarter 1976 SOCI 
in the file and send it back to 
the School level for review. 
Since both the Unit and Chair 
levels had seen this material, it 
should have · been sent to the 
School RPT review level. 

2. The Unit RPT 
Committee, in its March 1976 
evaluation, under Scholarly 
Activities makes a statement in 
regard to a warning they said 
was in their October 197.5 
evaluation under research. 
Upon '- investigation, the 
statement in the March 1976 
evaluation is not supported by 
what actually was said in the 
October 1975 evaluation. 

3. • The Unit and School 
RPT Committees dia not 
formulate a definition of the 
word "outstanding" as it 
would a pply to their 
deliberations of the grievant 
fulfilling the criteria. 

4. Th e Unit RPT 
Committee called for outside 
review of research, which was 
clearly not required, and then 
made an issue of the fact that 
it was not done properly 
(numbers 10 and 3, Black 
Binder). 

5. T h e Unit RPT 
Committee used the Fall 
quarter 197 5 normed SOCI to 
compare to the Winter quarter 
1976 SOCI (even though these 
SOCI were not officially in 
file} ·to see if improvement in 
teaching had taken place. The 
appropriate comparison would 
be to use Winter quarter 1976 
normed SOCI, since the norms 

change from quarter to 
quarter. 

6. There was an absence of 
negative information about 
service to the College and 
community until the October 
1975 review. While there had 
been some questions about the 
grievant's research and teaching · 
strengths, his College and 
community contributions were 
never questioned, and in fact 
his file contained a number of 
favorable statements. 

·7. In the evaluation of 
research, the Unit RPT 
Committee was mixed in its 
criteria for evaluating the 
research. Some · required 
theoretical focus, while others 
a methodological 
sophistication. At the School · 
RPT review level, the 
requireme~t of continued 
research was also used (Prof. 
Sasaki's testimony), although 
this had never been. a criterion 
at the Unit level. 

8. the Unit RPT 
Committee required several 
pieces of critical information in 
their October 1975 evaluation. 
The grievant supplied the 
evidence (e.g., see _grievant's 
memo to RPT file, document 
A-3 7), in apparent satisfaction 

Continued on page 8 . 

Chavez 

Cancels 

Speec.h 


Cesar Chavez will not be able 
to attend the Third Annua l 
Semana de Ia Raza Dinner on 
Thursday. :\lay 5. 

The L.l J. Ch .A. organization 
was informed · by l\1 a r k 
Grossman. l l.F.W. spokesman . 
that Chavez is presently unde r 
physician's orders to cancel a ll 
immedi11te appearances due to 
a back ailment that has recent · 
ly been plaguing the fa rm 
worker leader. Several other 
appearances were alsO"cann•ll · 
ed earlier in the week in Los 
Angeles and Santa Bar~ara . 

The Semana de Ia Raza 
Dinner will be held as scheduJ: 
ed. An audio-visua l interview 
with Cesar Chavez which wa~ 
conducted Tuesday morning at 
the U. F .W. headquarters in 
LaPaz. Keene. Chavez express· 
ed his regrets for not being able 
to keep his guest appea ranct> 
and hoped a future da te could 
be a rranged. 

His son. Pablo Chavez. will be 
the featured speaker at the 
dinner. 

Anyone that has bought a 
dinner ticket in advance and 
would like a refund should con· 
tact the L.U.Ch.A. organiza tion 
a t 833-2349 or any Cinco de 
Mayo committee member. 
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Coors bottles are crated up for return to bottling plant. 

Local Distributors Active ,in Recycling 
I think that's great. Bakersfield
is definitely: more
·environmentally minded than
other communities," he said.

Trichell added that Coors
is starting a program where
several recovery trucks will be
picking up cans in outlyin
shopping centers, and weighing
the aluminum on the spot. 

"We're encouraging our
competitors to begin recycling
also. I really don't believe that
would cut into our recovery, it
would merely increase the
present aluminum volume in
this area. 

"Our company is really
proud of our recycling
program. We also have ecology
films for elementary students,
which we present to local
s~hools. Presently, we have five
full-time employees at the
recycling plant, and during
vacations and the summer
months we have a hard time
keeping up with the daily·
volume," Trichell noted. 
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Other Distributors Active 

lklping Ovenvorked Garbagemen Two other beer
distributors, Advance Beverage
and Kern Valley_ Distributors,
also accept aluminum,
although Advance Beverage's 
aluminum is shipped to Coors. 
Kern Valley Distributing
Company has their own
recycling plant; their price is 
15 cents ,a pound. 

A new law, which will go
into effect by January of 1979,
prohibits any pop-off style lids
on aluminum cans. Both Coors
and 7-up have already
developed their own version of

. a top that remains on the lid.
The new Coors presstop is 

already being marketed and
7-up distributors will have their
version marketed on A 8c W
Root Beer, Hawaiian Punch,
Welch's grape soda, and all
7-up aluminum cans within 30
days.

Another source of revenue 
is glass recovery. In
Bakersfield, Coors bottles can
be salvaged for one cent apiece, 
and Olympia bottles can be
returned for equal redemption·
at Advance Beverage Company. 

Glass "throw away" 
bottles are ' difficult · to recover 
and refill because of -their 
fracturing problems, which are 
not easily detected. The dyed 
glasses must be separated, and 
some glass has to be separated 
according to manufacturers. 
Bakersfield has no glass 
acyeling plant, and one o~ the 

 
 
 
 

 
 

by Alisa C. Glazier 

Is your garbage collector
being overworked? 

He is if you are throwing
away. glass containers, beer and
soft drink cans, lawn
trUnmings, and paper. Not only
can you become more
environmentally efficient by
recycling these products, but

. you can actually financially 
profit by turning in a number
of these items. 

According to .the latest 
Kern County Solid Waste 
Management Plan, a faptily of
four averages over 62 pounds 
of trash a week, which 
amounts to over 3,200 pounds 
a year. Multiply this figure by 
the number of Bakersfield 
residents, and you have 
153,936,000 pounds of annl!al 
waste. 

By the end of this year, 
the city's dump site will be 
full, and residential and 
industrial waste will be 
transferred to the old county 
dump site, where landlill space 
is still available. 

If people were to recycle 
more of their trash, landlill 
space could be saved, and 
thousands of dollars spent on 
land could be put into more 
efficient waste recovery 
systems. 

Aluniinum Cans Most Profitable

Here in Bakersfield, 
aluminum cans are the most 
profitable trash recovery itemi. 
Coors Beer Distributors have 
the largest recycling plant in 
the area, taking in over 
100,000 pounds of aluminum 
per month. They pay 1 7 cents 
a pound for any brand of
aluminum can, and ship out a 
railroad car of aluminum 
nearly every day. 

Presently, Coors recycles 
50% of their aluminum, all of 
which is melted down and 
rolled by Alcoa. Alcoa, in turn, 
guarantees that all recycled 
aluminum will go directly back 
to Coors for making new cans. 

Coors began recycling 
aluminum in 1960, but lost 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

over 2.5 million dollars in 
operational costs. By 1970, 
they had developed a less 
expensive and more profitable 
program, ·and when Bakersfield 
began recycling in 1970-71, 
they led every other Coors 
recycling plant across the 
nation in volume. 

Currently, Bakersfield is 
still ·a leader in aluminum 
recovery, ranking about 
seventh among Coors' plants in 
14 states, and the recovery rate 
is still increasing every year at 
about 11%. 

Individuals Active 
in Recycling 

Ray Trichell, president and 
owner of the Coors 
Distributing plant in 
Bakersfield, saiq that about 
75% of their aluminum rcovery 
comes from individuals and the 
remaining 2 5% from 
organizations. 

"I know an elderly man in 
Lamvnt who earns his 
breakfast money by collecting 
cans each day on his morning 
walk. He enjoys getting out, 
and this gives him the feeling 
that he's actually doing 
something for our environment 
- and he is. 

"Because this area is a 
desert community, many 
people take drives along the 
highways just piclr.iJ18' up ~. 
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vary according to the type of' 
paper turned in. Newspapers, 
cardboard, white computer 
pnnt-out paper, white tab 
cards, and magazines are 
accepted for redemption, but 
all paper must be sorted. 

Private industries are also 
beginning to recycle their 
waste products. Within 
industrial communities, 
exchange systems are set up 
which provide informatiol) on 

1a. range of chemical wastes. 
Other companies buy the waste 
for reUse through the same 
exchange. 

Recycling has not only 
boomed in private industry, 
but is rapidly becommg an 
integral part of many cities' 

State to Simplify 

Aid Programs 


Moves by the state to 
simplify the existing maze of 
student financial aid programs 
were recently strongly 
applauded by Assemblyman 
John Vasconcellos (D-San 
Jose), chair of the Assembly 

. Subcommittee on 
Postsecondary Education. 

The state Student Aid 
Commission approved a joint 
proposal by the Carter 
administration, the 
commission, and California 
colleges, consolidating various 
application forms and 
procedures into a one-step 
process. 

Over 100,000 IJrst-year 
college students must now 
apply to various state and 
federal agencies and campuses 
to -receive over S140 million 
from eight separate aid 

·programs. Resulting from the 
commission's action, students. 
will apply to one central 
agency beginning next fall to 
receive federal Basic Grants, 
state Cal Grants, and local 
campus aid. 

In hearing of the 
commission's decision, 

' . 


~""' 
Mixed garbage is sortea 

into papers, plastics, ferrous 
metals, aluminum, food wastes, 
and yard trimmings. The paper 
can either be recycled or used 
as fuel and the • metals, 
especially aluminum, are easily 
converted or recycled. 

Those waste materials that 
cannot be recycled are 
shredded or incinerated at 
extremely high temperatures, 
which are then converted into 
steam. Gas and electric 
companies then purchase the 
steam for various heating and 
cooling purposes. 

This type of resource 
recovery can save the 
community on landfill space 
and profit of the returns from 
energy and recycling sales. 

Vasconcellos responded, "This 
move to cut bureaucra.Cy and 
simplify application procedures 
for all students and their 
families is very heartening. The 
moves will hopefully increase 
participation of low-income 
and working-class students 
those especially hit by rising 
college costs." 

Vasconcellos indicated the 
commission's action resulted 
from HEW Secretary Joseph 
Califano's desire to eliminate 
unneeded bureaucnitic 
procedures and the common 
desire of California agencies 
and colleges to simplify. 

Leg i slation by 
Vasconcellos also provided a 
key piece. The bill, approved 
by Governor Brown in 1975 
(AB 1031), mandated 
consolidation of numerous 
application forms into one 
common application beginning 
this summer. Assemblyman 
Gary Hart (D-Santa Barbara) 
introduced legislature last 
month urging changes similar 
to those approved by the 
Student Aid Commission in 
early April. 

http:bureaucra.Cy
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Tom£ oolery Film Series in Full Swing, 
Benefits All Schedule of Movies Set 

sound track and dubbing in 
English dialogue right out of 
his humorous mind, Allen has 
created a mad incongruity 
between hilarious lines and 
serious-faced performers 
playing it deadpan-straight, a 
refreshing slapdashery of wit 
and nonsense that is a total 
take~ff on all spy thrillers. 

"The Mouse That Roared" 

Peter Sellers roars through 
this fllm in a triple role. As the 
leader of a tiny European 
nation, Sellers hopes to receive 
foreign aid by declaring war on 
and losing to the U.S. 

Unfortunately, the Grand 
Duchy of Fenwick's ariny of 
20 archers in chain mail defeats 
the U.S. and creates even more 
problems. 

A tremendous comedy, 
""Hle Mouse That Roared" is 
also great political satire. 
Directed by Jack Arnold, it 
was one of the Ten Best Films 

Jo Van Fleet is 
~cant in an academy 
award winning role as Kate, the 
boys' mother, who after 
deserting her husband is now 
the owner of a notorious dance 
hall in a neighboring town. 
Touching scenes are made the 
more poignant by the natural 
excellence of Dean's 
performance. 

"East of Eden" will be 
shown at 9 p.m. As a special 
treat, the Hobbit Hole will 
feature Barbara Wanner from 7 
p.m.-9 p.m. The film will begin 
following . the Hobbit Hole 
program. 

Tomfoolery Day,' a day to 
get together, to hang loose, to 
have some fun. It's also an 
opportunity to help the Kern 
County Special Olympics. 

Events particularly
0 
benefitting Special Olympics
will be a contract 0 

pie-in-the-face with $25 limits 
set on the mugs of such 
delightfuls as academic vice 
president Philip "Well, all
right" Wilder, Sandy
"Boodi-full" Varner, and
others (whom you'd rather tie
on a rack). Solicitors' for
Special Olympics 'will be
"making "the rounds" and
collecting the dough required
for helping Wilder and the
others get mugged by a pie. 

Others harboring vengence
are invited to dunk many of
our most celebrated campus
personalities at the Special _ 
Oympics "dunk booth." The
S.O. Committee is in the
process of contacting Susan 
Fox SAC Chairperson and Jon
Bashor. Wind up and do it!

May 19 
"Lost Horizon" 

Starring Ronald Coleman, 
Jane Wyatt, Edward E. Horton, 
Sam Jaffee. 

The series will be capped 
. off with ,the classic 1937 

version of the tale of 
of 1959.' · Shangri-La. 

Ronald Coleman stars in 
one of the most beautifully 

May 18 fllmed movies ever, among Seniors 

"East of Eden" lavishly designed sets. 

The study revolves aroWld 
Starring James Dean, Julie a group of Americans Seniors, there will be a 

Harris, Raymond Massey, Burl kidnapped in southeast Asia. Co'mmencement Committee 
lves, J o Van Fleet. Directed by Their plane crash lands in the meeting on Friday, May 6, at 

3:30 p.m. The m,eeting will beElia Kazan Himalayas and the passengers 
held in the President'sFrom John Steinbeck's are taken ·to- Shangri-La. The 

novel, backgrounded against Conference Room. Final 
California's Monterey County isolated valley is a place where preparations are now being 
of 1917, Elia Kazan has no one grows old ·and where all made, so be there, or forever 
fashioned a fine, dramatically the scholastic and art treasures hold yours. 
powerful, emotionally sincere of the world are housed against All seniors interested in~ 

and compelling motion picture. the day when man's greed and trying out for commencement 
In this, the rrrst film of James lust for power destroys speaker must ai,>ply by May 9. 
Dean's short career, he plays civilization w the outside Tryouts will be held on May 11 
the _role of Caleb Trask, the world. at 3:30 p.m. in CB105. For 
"bad" one of twin bro.thers, The _film won Academy more information contact 
and the central figure about Awards for the Best Art Forrest Wood (FT 203-D, 
whom the Steinbeck story Direction-Set Decoration and phone X2176) or Steve Koch 
revolves. Best Editing. (FT 203-E, X2201). 

The Runner Film-Festival Presents ••• 
FREE MOVIES 


May 10 May 17 
; 1 Potemkin11 11What1s Up1 Tiger Lily?11 

Created by Woody Allen 
May 11 

11Variety11 ·May 11 
The Mouse That Roared11 

May 16 
11Reefer Madness11 May 18 

11 East of Eden11 

May 16 
11Biue Angel11 May 19 

11 Lost Horizon11 

All films will be 
shown in the Comomons 
beginning at 8 p.m. (East of 
Eden will start at 9 p.m.) 

Sponsors' 

The Runner, .The Village, 
Gene Clark, Charles 
McCall, Edward Leskowski. 

Woody Allen. Peter Sellers. 
James Dean. Marlene Dietrich. 

The Runner h.as contracted 
to have these and other film 
notables present their talents 
to CSB students. 

"We've had to go through 
a lot of companies and hassles. 
but we've put together a 
quality program which 
everyone should. enjoy," states 
Terry Jones, one of the 
coordinators. 

The total program will . 
cover_ two weeks and ten mms 
will be shown. The films are set 
to be projected in the 
Commons beginning at 8 p.m. 
Admission is free for everyone. 

Jones and Jon Bashor have 
arranged to show ·two silent 
classics, "Potemkin" and 
"Variety" during the rrrst 
week, and have slated "Blue 
Angel," "Reefer Madness," 
"What's Up Tiger Lily?", "The 
Mouse That Roared," "East of 
Eden," and "Lost Horizon" for 
the second week. In addition, 
cartoons and "Two Tars" will 
be shown at the Tomfoolery 
Springtime Fair. 

"Viewers should show up a 
little early to get the best seats, 
as we expect a full house for 
most showings," added Jones. 

"Faculty members Edward 
Laskowski, Gene Clark, and 
Charles McCall have made this 
whole thing possible. We're 
indebted to them," 
commented Bashor. 

The following is a schedule 
and synopsis of the mms. 

May 10 
"Potemkin" 

Directed by Sergei 
Eisenstein, this Soviet made 
mm depicts the mutiny aboard 
the battleship "Potemkin" 
during ·the 1905 Russian 
Revolution. The movie was 
produced in 1925 in Russia. 

Eisenstein is best known 
for his montage iJlming 
technique. This method is 
beautifully demonstrated with 
the shop-to-shore scenes and 
the now-classic Odessa steps 
shots. 

A comedy short will also 
be presented. 

May 11 
-"Variety" 

Starring Emile Jannings 
and Lila DePutti. 

This is one of the first 
American films made using 

_equipment from European 
studios. 

In the 1920's, the quality 
of American films was not up 
to that of the European 
efforts. Upon discovering their 

inadequacies, American film 
makers immediately began to 
buy and import European 
equipment, studios, and even 
actors. Among these 
performers were Emil Jannings 
and Lila DePutti. 

The story involves a couple 
who work as trapeze artists. An 
Italian trapeze artist, the only 
surviving member of an Italian 
troupe, begins to intrude and 
dis-rupt the couple's 
relationship. The story ends in 
tragedy with the murder of one 
of the individuals. 

May 16 

"Reefer Madness" 


"Reefer Madness," a 1936 
anti Mariiuana iJlm directed by 
Louis Gassnier, exposes the 
horrors . resulting from 
MARIHUANA addiction. Now, 
outrageously campy, the fllm 
intermingles a melodramatic 
tale with documentary footage 
provided by the narcos of the 
1930's. 

We see addicts who always 
exhale, but never inhale; the 
accidental murder of a young 
girl at a reefer party, and the 
pitiful courtroom appearance 
of an addict who has inevitably 
become insane by smoking 
marijuana. Don't miss it. 

"Blue Angel" 

Starring Marlene Dietrich, 
Emil Jannings. Directed by 
Joseph von Sternberg. German 
language, with English 
subtitles. 

Von Sternberg's 1929 fllm 
classic, "The Blue Angel," 
proved to be one of the most 
creative of its period, filled 
with movement and a richness 
of pictorial'qlements. 

Emil J ahnings, a dignified 
university professor, falls in 
love with Lola (Marlene 
Dietrich), a vulgar nightcTub 
singer. His fall from pride and 
importance to humiliation and 
insignificance is brutally 
charted in stunning visuals and 
piercing sound effects. "Most 
skillful and vivid of Von 
Sternberg's talkies," The Film 
Till Now. 

May 17 
"What's Up, Tiger Lily?" 
Created by Woody Allen 

This film is a must for fans 
of Woody Allen's stand up 
comedy style. Mr. Allen's fun 
is ours in his fresh new look at 
a spine-tingling, eye-popping 
James Bondish Japanese spy 
film; By removing the n,.iginal 

PEP.SI 
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Editorial 

by Jon Bashor 

Legends don't die. They just keep on making money forth~ 
promoters. 

. Over the past weekend, two media events gave ample proof of 
this. 

In one hell of a way to kick off Cirico de Mayo week, CBS 
presented John Wayne's version of "The Alamo." W!lyne, who 
produced, directed, and starred, conveniently altered, twisted, and 
omitted significant segments of the true historical account. Of 
~our~e, this. version made a much more salable product, but the 
rmphed racism and blatant errors made the film more humorous 
than impressive. 

Unfortunately for Wayne, the actual story would not have 
interested viewers as the Anglos attained only sub-par heroics. As. 
the character of Travis stated in the film "The facts are brutal!" 

This past weekend also was marked by the release of a "new" 
album by the Beatles and the subsequent (and expected) saturation 
of Bakersfield with the album by local radio stations. Swell. 

Capitol Records released the "new" album ~f tracks recorded 
12 years ago at a concert at· the Hollywood Bowl. Besides the fact 
that the songs are early works and not the group's best, the sound 
quality of the album is incredibly poor. · 

This newest release follows close behind the double album 
compilation "Rock and Roll l\4usic" (which Starr tried to block its 
release) which was merely a condensation of the two double album 
collections released a few years back. 

The Beatles do not exist in 1977. They are an interesting relic 
from the 1960's.. Unfortunately, Capitol Records and various 
promoters do' not accept this fact (perhaps they are blinded by the 
lustre of gold). 

Fans .themselves are anxious for a r~~nion, and snap up any 
merchandise offered. 

The only ·persons who are not chomping at the bit seem to be 
the four musicians involved. They alone have accepted the fact that 
"the dream is over" and have decided to "let it be." 

One of the best articles on music I've seen lately was an 
interview with George Harrison in which "the great reunion" was 
never discussed. 

Obviously, the four Britons have been able to expand their 
musical careers, unfettered by the Beatie image. I feel it's time we 
accepted these changes and stopped yearning for the past. 1969 
could never be duplicated. Not even for $50 million. · 

But don't get me wrong. I've got the albums. I bought the 
bubblegum cards. My brother even saved up four dollars to buy a 
wig. 

But the past is just that. Past. The sooner the media and 
consumers realize ~is, the better off we'll all be. 

letter to the Editor 

If it is indeed true that free 

speech is one.of our inalienable 
rights, then the Runner as a 
free, democratic, responsible 
newspaper and guardian of this 
basic right, will publish this 
letter even if it contradicts its 
ideology and "moral" 
philosophy. 

Bakersfield should ·be 
made aware first, above all, 
that Bakersfield had a gay 
community, who, like 
everyone else, are responsible 
law-abiding citizens that 
participate in every conceivable 
aspect of the. labor force. And 
like everybody else, pay their 
taxes for the use of public 
facilities. 

Recently, even more than 
in the past, the Bakersfield 
Police Department has taken it 
into its own hands to keep and 
maintain the "morals" of 
Bakersfield. This task has been 
primarily oriented toward the 
gay community and their place 
of congregation (a newly 
acquired city park). Such -


Gestapo tactics as stopping 
citizens, noting names and 
addresses, and even going as far 
as noting license plates for 
"future reference" are used. 

During the questioning and 
just plain )larassment of gays, 
the law enforcers then ensue to 
lecture on the evils of 
homosexuality. Such 
harassment violates the very 
basic rights outlined in the 
Constitution. 

The Bakersfield Police 
Department is well-known for 
its harassment of other 
minorities the gay 
community is no exception. 
So, Bakersfield do not be 
surprised of someday your son, 
husband, friend, or colleague is 
arrested and booked on some 
false and pretentious charge. 
The BPD is merely doing its 
self-appointed "righteous" 
duty as guardian and 
perpetuator of our "moral" 
ethics. 
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Health 

Care 


Comment 

by Robert Patterson 

President Carter seeks to 
put a lid on lospital costs for 
the consumer. Legislation sent 
to Congress would hold cost 
increases to 10% the first year. 

HEW secretary Joseph A. 
Califano, Jr., calls this "the 
lrrst step in making national 
health insurance financially 
feasible." 

The problems involved in 
this measure are apparent in 
similar legislation passed 
several years ago. 

In 1974 public law 93-641 
went into effect. This law goes 
by the title "The National 
Health Planning and Resources 
Development Act." 

What the President now 
seeks to accO'mplish this act 
attempted three years ago. 

Reducing Costs 
for Consumers 

The act's goal is to plan for 
reducing hospital and health 
car.e cost within the consumer's 
budget. 

Section 1532 of the act, 
Procedures and Criteria for 
Reviews of Proposed Health 
System Changes, states the 
procedures for accomplishment 
of needed changes. 

Contributing factors at the 
time for changes included 
inflationary influence of 
federal funds, lack of effective 
methods of health care 
delivery, maldistribution of 
health care facilities and 
manpower, increasing · health 
cost to the consumer. 

These same factors form 
the basis of President Carter's 
proposal, for section 1532 of 
the act seems to have the same 
philosophy as the President's 
bill. 

Problems with Implementation 

"Nursing Outlook" June 
1976 issue reported on the 
implementation of this act. 

Controls were decided. 
Leadership was chosen, 
consumers and providers of 
health care participated in the 
implementation of this act. 

SpeCialized interest groups 
wanting favoritism besieged 
Washington in October 1974. 

Leadership roles were 
wanted by many groups 
because PL 93-641 would 
decide what agencies were 
terminated, determine where 
money would go, provide the 
mechanism of review, and 
wield the authority to regulate 
medical and health institutions 
and services and the prices ·to 
the consumers. 

Implementation Foiled 

Pennsylvania tried to use 
the act to up-grade their health 
care services but had difficulty 
with implementation. 

Initial meetings on 
implementation were 
prolonged by groups so that 
they lasted several months. As 
a result, implementation was 
never fully carried out. 

This act has the content 
for achieving equal access to 
quality health care but both 
consumers and providers must 
come together to achieve this 
goal . 

, 

,The Nixon-Frost Interviews 

~· 
fi 
~ ' 

"I am not a crook" 
Nixon is believed to 'have 

received about $650,000 for his 
interviews with David Frost. 

Forget the Money, 
Honey; The Wine's Fine 

by C. W. Morrison 

Summer job time is leering 
vindictively from a horizon 
marred by the tumbled ·and 
broken headstotaes of final 
examinations. Soon most of us 
will be .ctmdemned to the ugly 
fate of making money. 

Basically there are four 
ways of making money: print 
it, steal it, inherit it, or work 
for it. A · wise and kindly 
·gpvernment, steeped in 
legislative lore (and doubtless 
more) has seen fit to 
monopolize the first two· 
methods, and has pretty well 
stifled private competition to 
method 1, and still reserves 
secluded public accommoda
tions for those foolish enough 
to get caught trying to horn in 
on method 2. 

Next is method 3, by far 
the easiest, and also, by 
far-far-far the most unusual. 
Unfortunately for most eager, 
young mopey-hounds, loaded, 
elderly maiden aunts are all too 
few, and those few appear to 
be ridiculously healthy. 

Various amateurish 
attempts at rearranging life 
span averages for rich old ladies 
have been generally a bad bag, 
and mortalities, assisted or not, 
are inevitably greeted with the 
genial smiles and dry 
handwashing peculiar to I.R.S. 
agents and learned, legal 
litigators, and, of course, the 
local preserve and plant 
specialists. All these people are 
noted environmentalists and 
would love to recycle events if 
they have the same kind of 
greclSe. 

The Only Game in Town 

So, ' tragically, money 
hungry students are left With 
method 4: work. Interfering 
though it does with sleep and 
recreation, it does have 
predictable results. 

But don't grin: these 

results are too, too predictable. 

If you are careful and earn just 

enough to subsist on for the 

summer months the nasty mess 

at I.R.S. will ignore you (Natch 

-what do you have?) 


But make soine dough and 
sailor, beware. 

A. diligent I.R.S. sleuth will 
hand you a "simplified" tax 
form which, you will find, 
needs the help of a $100 per 
hour tax attorney O.G. ). With 
this assistance you'll find you 
have saved just enough to pay 
his fee and stay on the outside. 

Oh, but all is not lost. 
Depart not in . d~lesome 
darkness drear. Expose not 
your woefully weak, 
work-wasted wrists to the rude 
razor's slash. Instead, fellow 
sufferers, organize a summer 
long wine-tasters' club. 

In Vino Veritas 

Elect to the presidency, 
three vice-presidencies, and the 
offices of . secretary, judge, 
wine bottle, grape vine, 
bedding plant (anything but 
treasurer). the carefully 
selected, homely but generous, 
offspring of the local wine 
merchants, liquor salesmen and 
beer truckdrivers. 

Meet out of doors, ana let 
the wide, wild sylvan glades . 
ring with your ll).errirnent and 

. the cheerful clink of glasses! 
(Bring youi own.) 

Learn the language of 
delictable dry balanced 
fruitiness - silken textured - 
medium bodied - classical 
flowery bouquets - sturdily 
soft - charming fragrance - · 
smooth velvetiru:ss - soft yet 
slightly sweet, yet fresh and 
crisp and appetizing and above 
all, and at last, with richly 
rewarding characteristics. 

With a little luck, and 
enough juice, you won't know 
the wine from the offspring 
and to hell with the money. 
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CSB Studem to _Speak 
Law Specialist 

Sonoma Research Confab · Meets Semi,nar 
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Sonoma State College and 
the California State University 
and Colleges system are 
sponsoring the Second Annual 
Student Resear.ch Conference 
beginning at 8 a.m. on May 6 
in the Sonoma State Student 
Union. 

The ali-day conference 
brings students from 
throughout the State 
University and Colleges system 
together to share new ideas and 
new perspectives on social and 
political , research in an 
informal setting. 

' This year's conference, 
"Student Perspectives on 
Social and Political Research," 
is being hosted by the Sonoma 
State campus. It is free for 
students and the public. 

Each of the 19 state 
college and university 
campuses will honor students 
who · have done original 
research either developing 
theory or testing hypotheses 
on subjects broadly defined as 
social or political. The students 
were selected in open 
competition from all 

' disciplines on each campus. 

Two students from CSB 
will present original research 
papers at the conference, 
according to Dr. Charles 
McCall, chair of the Political 
Science Department. 

Julio Borquez, a political 
science major, will discuss 
"Reality Content Television 
Viewing . and Regime Level · 
Support for the Political 
System." 

Judy Halevy, a sociology 
major, has prepared an article 
on "Authoritarianism m a 
Welfare Agency." 

McCall noted that CSB 
also sent two students, Jon 
Bashor and Mike Worthing, to 
last year's conference held at 
Cal State L.A. 

McCall feels the 
conference is beneficial in that 
"it allows undergraduates to 
prepare and present original 
research to their peers. The 
informality is also conducive to 
the program as the ~igh 
pressure of formal conferences 
is absent." 

The state college and 
university system is a member 
of the Inter-University 
Consortium for Social and 
Political Research (ICPSR), the 
Michigan-based center for the 
design, collection, and 
dissemination of political, 
historical, social, and cultural 
data. 

The California Council of 
the ICPSR is made up of a 
faculty representative from 
each campus, and has 
instituted the student research 
conference to promote and 
recognize high quality student 
research. 

"The public is often 
unaware of valuable 
contributions which are made 
to the social sciences by 
student research," said Don 
Dixon, Sonoma State's 
representative on the ICPSR 
Council and organizer of the 
conference. 

"The Research Conference 

is a chance for these students All members of the College 
to exchange ideas, techniques, community are invited to an 
and resources in a evening discussion with a 
semi-professional setting. . It native law specialist who has 
gets those with similar interests been invited to campus to meet 
together, and promotes- high with the graduate seminar in 
quality work." Social Organization, Behavioral 

Science 540. This meeting will 
State Senator John begin at 8:10p.m., Wednesday,

Dunlap, State Education May 11, in G102 Donahoe 
Committee Chairman, and . Hall. 	 
influential pollster Mervin The speaker is Stephen
Field (California Poll) will give Conn, who is currently on 
the keynote speeches. leave from the University of 

Dunlap will speak to a Alaskafaculty. He is spending 
dinner meeting of faculty the current academic year 
sponsors at the Washoe House studying anthropology at 
on May 5. U.C.L.A. and updating his 

Field will address a earlier research on Navajo law. 
conference luncheon on Conn has a B.A. from 
Friday, May 6. 	 Colgate University, aJ.D. from 

Sacto 'Interns Sought 

Students interested in a important for students wl).o

semester's study and internship feel they do not have the 
in the State capital should see financial resources to 
the Political Science secretary participate to apply now. The 
in Bll5 right away in order to State legislature, Governor's 
apply for the Fall Semester. office, and the CSUC 
Applicants may be enrolled in . Chancellor's office may work 
any major or concentration out funding for stipends in the 
although they must be able to next several months. 
present evidence of an 
academic or experiential If this occurs, applications 
background allowing them to should be on me so that those 
step into a position in the eligible can be contacted 
legislative or executive during the summer. Anyone 
branches of government. with questions on this program 

According to Dr. Gene should call Dr. Clark at 
Clark, campus co-ordinator for 833-2351 or stop by B109 
the program, it is especially Donohoe Hall: 

Columbia School of Law, and a 
Masters in International Affairs 
from Columbia University. He 
also studied at the University 
of Mexico and the University 
of Coimbra in Portugal. He is a 
native of Newport News, . 
Virginia, and has been invited 
here by his Colgate classmate, 
Dr. Eugene Clark. 

Since his graduation from 
Law 'School in 1968, Conn has 
carried out three major field 
investigations. The first of 
these was on the customary 
law systems in the favelas 
(slums) of Rio de Janeiro. The 
second was on American 
Indian law in the Southwest 
and was part of his practice as 
an attorney from the New 
Mexico Office of Navajo Indian 
Legal Services and for the 
Ramah Navajo Legal Education 
}>roject. In recent years, he has 
focused on the Indian and 
Eskimo law in Alaska. He has 
published more than a dozen 
articles and monographs from 
these studies. 

Conn has a variety of 
government consulting 

·experiences, including1ones for 
the Advisory Commission in 
In tergovernment Relations, 
UNESCO, the Bureau of Indian 
Affairs, the Alaskan State 
legislature, the· Nader Center 
for the Study of Responsive 
Law, and various documentary 
fllm producers. He will speak 
here on the extent to which 
there are com1non principles of 
social justice and community 

• 	 norms in the native law 
systems he has studied. 

Cal State 
Bakersfield 
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Supertramp Coming to Civic
What's Happening 

What's happening with 	 An Aetivicles Intern is 
Special Olympics? The CSB 	 needed to assist with the 
group is trying to raise funds 	 general operation of the 
for the Special Olympics with 	 activities program. Duties will 
booths at Tom Foolery, to 	 also include originality and 
include the dunk booth, 	 dissemi'nating information 
pie-in-the-face booth and a about activities. Basic 

Pepsi stand. photographic skills will ·also be 


A special request ·is going 'taught. Salary will be $2.60 per 

out for all those people hour at 20 hours per week. 
interested in throwing a pie at A Student Resource 
Dr. ·wilder; he has said he 	 Center Assistant is needed to 
would take a pie in the face for supervise and help ope~te the 

this worthy cause. SRC as well as keep supplies 


There are entry blanks for' and equipment in order. The 

the pie-in-face booth in the 	 assistant will also be required 
Activities office.' Sounds like it 	 to be informed on the special 
could be a lot of fun raising 	 services offered by the SRC. 
money in such a manner. It's 	 Salary is $2.60fhour at 15 
something you wouldn't want 	 hours per week. 
to nliss out on, so get together For more information 
with your friends and give it a 	 concerning either position, 
try. . 	 please contact the Activities 

CSB will also be Office. Application deadline is 

sponsoring a rugby meet for May 13, 1977, and 


After performances in LA and Fresno, Supertramp will bring their unusual flavor of Rock and RoH
to the Bakersfield Civic Auditorium, May 7th, ·s pm. Opening the shbw will be former lead singer of
Steppenwolf, John Kay. General Admission is $6.50 at the CiVic Box Office and other lqcations.
Supertramp features Dougie Thomson, Bob Benberg, John Helliwell, Roger Hodgson and Rick Davies. 
A Papa Production

raising funds for th~ Special 	 appointments will be effective 
Olympics on April 30. . 	 with the . beginning of the Fall 

As for the Special Quarter. 
Olympics themselves, there will 'A-1\'1\'"A'I\'"A'I\'***1\'*1\' be a track meet May 14 at 1 
p.m. 	 at Bakersfield College. MAVERICKS associationL---------------------~--------------------------------------------------------~ 

cordially invites all singleThis will be an area meet for all 
adults to their "Monte CarloKern County. Get involved Model UN ClubNight," Saturday, May 7 at thewith something as worthwhile Food Fest Old House, 9th & Chester,as the Special Olympics. 
Bakersfield. Organizes at CSB**~\'*****~\'*~\'* Festivities begin at 8 p.m. 

and include live entertainment, 
 Are you interested in Officers -:- Solomon Garcia, 


The Reading Lab has a n~w dance hall girls, fun, prizes, current international issues - Chad Otten and Steve Bohn, 
 Set for 
specialist, Joan Miranda. She 	 games, cards, eats, and terrorism, apartheid, colonial and Public . Information 
would like to invite all students 	 }>everages. liberation, peace and security, Officers - Will Chandler and 
needing ass~tance in reading A $1.50 donation is nuclear proliferation, etc.? Are Sandy Goen. 
comprehension, reading speed, 	 requested from members and you concerned with developing We need many more May14
phonics, grammar, vocabulary 	 nonmembers. your skills in leadership, students to make both of these 
and English as a Second For further information, debate, parliamentary activities successful, so if you

Language (ESL), to stop by and call 322-0680 or 325-2974. 
 procedure? Would you like to 	 are at an interested come and 
make an appointment with her. play the role of an 	 find out what the Model U.N. ***1\''A-****~*1\'* 	 by Alisa C. Glazierinternational diplomat from 	 Club is all about - Tuesday·,For further information 	 The Sigma Xi Club of ~SB 

Japan, Brazil, or Yugoslavia? 	 May 10, 10 a.m., DDH/BlOO! contact the Learning Resource 	 presents Dr. Charles F. Sawin, Would you like to dine
Would you like to !!pendCenter at 833-3117, or drop by 	 director for laboratory with Henry VIII and his courtfour days next Spring inDorm F~ Room 110. 	 operations, cardiopulmonary and be entertained with

Seattle, Washington, with overlaboratory, NASA, Lyndon B. 	 renaissanceHobbit Hole 	 songs and jesters'1,000 college students"A'**I\'"A'*****I\'"A' Johnson Spac,e Center, 	 tricks?
participating in the Model

What's to do in the town Houston, Texas, speaking on 	 Plans for an authentic -
United Nations of the Far Stars Waimerof Bakersfield? Life Science Investigations renaissance feast, scheduled for 

For something different During the Space Shuttle Era, West? Then come to our Folk singer Barbara ' !'4ay ·14, are being made byorganizational ' meeting
try some interesting exhibits in Monday, May 9, 1977, 8 p.m., 	 Wanner accompanied by Tom village class 277.152.Tuesday, May 10, -at 10:00Nursing Building 105, CSB 	 Rickcls on guitar will providethe area like: 	 The class, organized and a.m. in DDH/BlOO. an evening of good folk musicA painting exhibit at the campus. 	 taught by Jeanne HarrisThe nine CSB studentsDr. Sawin is currently 	 at the Hobbit Hole on May 18Guild House Gallery, 1905 	 (history), Mike Flachmannwho formed the Ecuadorianresponsible for the 	 at 7 p.m. in the dining18th Street from 10 a.m. until 	 (English), andJerry Kleinsasser. delegation to the Model Uniteddevelopment and testing of 	 commons. _4 p.m. Monday through 	 (fine arts), is striving forNations in San Diego fromphysiological hardware and 	 On Wanner's selection list Friday. The artist will be Sarah 	 authenticity in the menu,April 13-16 will share theirconcepts, and basic studies in 	 are a number of folk songs byBeeby. 	 costumes, and entertainment.experiences. Their hard workthe areas of exercise 	 joni Mitchell, Leonard Cohen;The travelling Kern 	 The menu is being plannedpaid off -as they became caucusphysiology, pulmonary 	 Eric Anderson, Stephen Stills,County Art Exhibit in the . 	 by Kathie Adams, Chris Cebell,leaders in their committees andphysiology, and life support 	 plus some originalOildale Branch Library, 	 Carol Hamilton and Janelltheir resolutions formed thesystems. He served as the 	 compositions. Edwards. The dinner will beMonday through Thursday, basis of three days of debate.Coordinating Scientist during 	 Wanner, who also plays thefrom 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. and on 	 served in courses, with as muchAll agreed the conference was the Skalab Program for all 	 piano and six-string dulcimer inFriday and Saturday. from 9 	 traditional representation aswell worth the two quarters'studies related to the exercise 	 addition to the guitar, ,stated "Ia.m. to 6 p.m. 	 possible.preparation. They learned aresponse of astronauts during 	 took piano lessons when I was 

r Painting exhibit at 	 Table and dininggreat deal about the 
~ California Republic Bank, and after space flight. In this 	 young, then some classical decorations are being studiedsubstantive issues of

2004 Chester Avenue, and 246 	 capacity he has personally lessons in college, but I found by Mark Jones and Lindainternational . affairs, theconducted exercise tests on 	 them too confining and startedBernard Street. The artist will 	 Shaull. Also planned is a dais process of coalition buildingflight crews. He also serves as 	 playing folk style on my own. Ibe Starrett Wetzel. 	 of CSB royalty who will beand the relative merits of
A watercolor workshop on co-technical director for the 	 started playing guitar about special guests of the class.international cwsme. (Thecardiopulmonary laboratory 	 five or six years ago. I took aMonday through Friday 	 Entertainment betweendelegation from the USSRwhich provides pulmonary 	 few lessons in guitar andsponsored by the B~ersfield 	 the courses will include(University of Alaska) providedfunction and exercise tests for 	 started experimenting withArt Association; inetructing 	 authentic songs; dances, and a a beer that, well ... watch outexecutives and astronauts at 	 different tunings other thanartist Richard Yipp. This 	 fencing demonstration by CSBCoors!) Yes, even internationalworkshop will include ten 	 the johnson Space Center. the standard ones. I liked the students.diplomats m\1st relax! 

indoor lecture demonstrations. Dr. Sawin received his 	 unique sound of the different Anyone planning to attend 
A.M. and Ph.D. degrees in The activities of the Model tunings and have stayed withFor more information phone 	 the feast should get their 
psychology from the United Nations Club include folk music ever since."323-0527. 	 tickets soon, as the class will 
University of California, not only the M.U.N. of the Far "I listen to J oni Mitchell a Pa:inting Exhibit at 	 only be seating 100 people.
Berkeley, and since that time heldSwensen's Ice Cream Parlor, at. West every Spring, but lot and try to emulate her in Tickets are available from all 

1515 twenty-first street, daily has held various research also involve hosting a high my own style," commented the students and reservations 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Paintings positions througho:ut the school M.U.N. each fall at CSB. Wanner. Wanner also has thirty can be made through the 

country. He has been Over 300 high school students original compositions to hershown are by Jeff Oliphant. 	 .history department (833-2291)
associated with NASA and the 	 from five counties participated credit. or the fine arts department
Johnson Space Center since 	 this last year. The Secretariat Wanner, originally_ from (833-3093). 
1971. His list of publications for this event has been 'chosen Wasco, is currently a staff People interested in 
and presentations is extensive, from experienced "diplo~ats": member with the CSB activities attending the dinner may also 

The CSB Activities Office 
announced the availability of 
two positions for students 
interested in working with that 
office. 

most of them dealing with the Secretary-General Arnie office. 	 · purchase tickets at a discount 
physiology of exercise. 	 Carlos, Parliamentarian Ruben The Residence Council, for the feast and "Everyman,"

The public is invited to Fernandez, Financial officers - sponsors of the event, a qtedieval morality play, for 
attend. There is no admission 	 Jeff Roberts and Scott Hair, encourages all students to $5.00. Tickets will cost $3.50 
charge. 	 Recruitment and Training attend the folk concert. -for the feast alone. 
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Number, please .	 .. 

College Council's 
Beyond the Call of Duty Procedures and 

by Catherine Merlo 	 Within that - time, I probably and together they practice all 

speak to at least half a dozen 
 kinds of sample calls. 


We do it all the time. Pick operators. In . the six years I An operator is taught to 
 StructUre Outlined 
up the phone, dial "0," r'attlc have been working with the remain calm on emergency
off a dozen or more numbers, "Bakersfield Californian," I calls. She determines what kind 
and then wait for our call to go 
through. Ever wonder what 
goes on behind the lines? 

There are 200 operators 
who work the long ·distance 
unit at the Pacific Telephone 
Company in Bakersfield. They 
V.Ork 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week, and handle 
30,000 calls a day. 

Each operator has her own 
identification catd which she 
presents to a reader in the 
1obby of the telephone 
building on 20th street. A 
camera films her, the reader 
okays her card, the door 
unlocks, and an elevator takes 
her up to the 3rd floor where. 
the action is. 

The room where the 
operators work is long and 
narrow, with about 79 
positions along. the ''board." 

"Each operator has her 
own headphone which 
connects' to the board," said 
Esther, one of the operators 
there. 

"All of these little lights in 
the board are people waiting to 
reach the operator," Esther 
explained. "When you plug 
into the light, it goes off, and 
you have · the caller on the 
line," she said. 

. Calls come in from all over 
Kern County, and will light up 
anywhere on the board. The 
lights are repeated every othe'r 

· position to ·ensure being 
reached by an operator. 

"There are ideals set up by 
the Pacific · Telephone 
Company, designed to make a 
better office," noted Esther. 
"You are expected to have 
accuracy, .courtesy, and speed 
to increase productivity," she 
said. 

The management, she 
explained, wants a harmonious 
relationship between not only 
the operators and the 
management, but between the . 
operators themselves. 

"It promotes everyone's 
morale," Esther said, "when 
you know everyone's working 
together. So we have dinners or 
get-togethers at a restaurant or 
here in the lounge to get a 
closer feeling among 
ourselves." 

Everything an operator 
does on-the board is registered: 
how many calls she answers, 
how many she completes. 
Assistant managers (or 
"atoms" as they are called on 
the board) are constantly 
rating the operators through 
random sample calls, checking 
the quality and the quantity of 
their work. 

Many times a customer on 
the litie will obtain a supervisor 
to commend an operator for 
her work, her helpfulness, her 
attitude. These commendations 
are written down, placed on a 
bulletin board for the 
operators to see, and later will 
go on their records. 

One prominent local 
businessman not only called a 
supervisor but also wrote a 
letter. It read, "I probably 
spend no less than five hours 
on the telephone every day. 

have never talked to a more of help is needed, wh~ther it is 
refreshing and pleasant. the police, an ambulance, the 
operator. I do not know her fire .department, and · will 
name but she did give me her connect the caller to that 
number - 344. Although I agency. She will stay on the 
further insisted and told her line until the number and the 
that I would like to write a party are reached. 
letter to her superior ''Sometimes," Esther 
commending her on her laughed, "an excited person
thoughtful, polite manner with will call to report an 
a customer, she still would not emergency and · hang up 
give me even her first name, as without leaving any names, 
she was following company addresses, or numbers. You 
orders. . . . It was her few don't even know . what the 
words of empathy that made emergency is!" 
me for the moment feel so An operator also has the 
good." numbers for various hotlines in 

Judy Wittig, the operation town. 
service manager, explained, After an operator 'has 
"We protect the operator by worked six months, she can 
using a number instead of her request to be transferred to a 
name, just we allow only higher position, such as aas 
supervised people to enter this . supervisor, or clerk. She can 
building. Not only does this · make the decision, and if she is 
give the few all-night workers qualified and competent, she 
security, but also protects the . · will advance. 
valuable equipment we have Don't get the impression 
here. that men haven't made their 

Have you wondered how mark on the "board." More 
your number gets billed? and more men are becoming 
Anytime you go through the operators. In the Bakersfield 
operator, she writes all those branch, about 13% of the 
numbers down on a card operators are men. 
similar to an IBM card. When "We are very much aware 
all the information . has been of the number of men in the 
gathered, the card is deposited company," said Judy Wittig. 
in a slot, and collected every "Where an area is 
hour. The cards are sent to San predominantly female, such as 
Jose every day where they are the operator field, we 
recorded. If you dial direct or encourage the inta.ke of men, 
local, t-heri all this is done and vice-versa," she explained. 
automatically. The next time you get an 

An operator trains two operator, male or female, who 
weeks before she is ready to handles your call with 
work on her own. During those accuracy, courtesy, a,nd speed, 
two weeks, she is taught how and maybe even a little more 
to handle· calls, how to find than is required, don't hesitate 
area codes, how to place calls, to call her supervisor and 
who to bill calls to. A commend her. It did wonders 
supervisor becomes her trainer, for Operator 344. 

Pizza Parlors 

Please Palates 


by Sheri Glass RESTAURANT- These·pizzas 
have a good Italian flavor that 

Now everybody loves makes the mouth water iust 
pizza, right? Here are some looking at them. Their crusts 
good ideas to try or not to try leave a little to be desired 
when you feel a pizza ur~~;e though, but you can't have 
coming on. everything, I guess. 

SHAKEY'S Now If you want a real great 
Shakey's has the big deli pizza pizza, make one. Get one loaf 
that is real good, if you like of frozen bread dough, and let 
raw vegetables on a mellow it thaw out of course. Then roll 
pizza sauce. it on or in whatever you're .

PIZZA HUT - Their pizza going to be making your pizza 
can be compared to a very on or in. While the ,dough is 
colorful cardboard box. If you thawing out, fry up your 
wanted to, you could eat the ingredients as to whatever you 
box and leave the pizza as the love is. Use anything or 
box might ·taste better, i'm everything. 
afraid. Now that your pizza is 

STRAW HAT - Straw ready- to be put together, 
Hat's pizzas have apretty good sprinkle grated parmesan 
flavor, if you feel in the mood cheese on the bottom of the 
for aslightly greasy and usuallv pie then put herb sauce on, 
over-done crust. 	 then top it off with your 

ROSA'S ITALIAN goodies and grated mozzarella 
RESTAURANT - These pizzas cheese, and put on the lowest 
are really l!"ood; their vegetables rack in your oven at about four 
seem to be well cooked, which hundred and fifty degrees. 
is a good sign. Now the cheese There should be enough there 
is a little over powering, but for about four people to pig 
it's still a good choice. out. 

D1 CICCO'S ITALlAN Pizza lovers enjoy!! 

To some, the name 
"College Council" has a faintly 
familiar ring of importance; to 
others, perhaps the majority of 
our campus community, the 
name has a vague referent, but 
little or no meaning. 

College Council is not such 
a mysterious body. Its 
members are people like 
yourselves - students, staff, 
faculty, and administrators. 

College Council is a unique 
policy-recommending group in 
the California State College 
System precisely because it 
includes all segments of the 
campus community in its 
membership. 

Included in the roster are 
11 administrators, - including 
the Academic Vice President, 
Dean of Administration, Dean 
of Students, Dean of Extended 
and Graduate Studies, Dean of 

NS&M, Provost of Academic 
Village, Dean of Humanities, 
Dean of BPA, Dean of 

Behavioral and Social Sciences, 
Dean of Education, · and 
Director of Libraries; 16 

elected in alternate years, and 
four at-large members, half of 
whom are elected in alternate 

faculty members with two 
representatives from each of 
the five academic schools 

years; two staff members, and 
two academic senators; and 
seven students, one 

representing each academic 
school and Chair of the 
Student Association. 

If you are part _of the 
college community, you have 
representation on College 
Council. This is important as 
Council makes recommenda
tions to the President 
concerning College policy on 
matters such as curriculum; 
promotion, retention and · 
evaluation procedures; criteria 
for faculty and staff; 
institutional goals; allocating 
college resources; _adopting new 

) n· dprograms; procedures a

criteria for student retention, 
graduation, and grievances; 
public relations; operation of 
the libraty, bookstore, 
cafeteria, fou~dation, health 
center and campus security. 

Recommendations 
concerning these matters can 
be brought to Council by any 

individual or segment of the 
campus community in the 
following ways: (I) by a letter 

or memorandum to the 
Council Chair who, upon 
advice · from the Executive 

Committee, refers it directly to 
Council or to one of the 
Council committees; (2) by 

attending meetings of Council 
committees. These are open 
meetings and concerns may be 
introduced. (3) by presenting 
business directly to Council 
during a regular meeting. 

At 4:45 p.m., the Chair is 
required to recognize any 
visitors and to call for any new 
business which they might wish 
to bring .before Council. So, 

· bring your concerns to your 
Council representatives. You 
do have access to Council and 
you will be heard. 

Issues before Council at 
this time are: alternative 
methods of teacher evaluation 
(Faculty/Staff Policy 
Committee); recommendations 
and revisions of RPT section of 
Handbook ( F acuity/Staff 
Policy Committee); General 
Education program , review 
(C-urricular Policy Committee); 
new grading system (Curricular 
Policy Committee); student 
invol·vement in RPT 
(Faculty /Staff Policy 
Committee). 

. Faculty-Staff Policy 
Committee meets Mondays at 
3:30 p.m. in Donahoe Hall, 
room D108; Curricular Policy 
Committee. meets Fridays at 8 
a.m. in Donahoe Hall, room 
0108. 

. . -- - - -~---- ..;..~--1· •90'7 So. Chester 1 
832·0750 
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!~!!!' Questions "Reasonable Judgment" 
of the requests. It is not Section III. Other 3-11-77), which 	 clearly had professional oprmons were 
apparent . that the the Unit Allegations by the Grievant. been produced before his taken by · yarious individuals 
Committee considered this Any, and all, allegations initial appointment.· who testified during the 
information to be useful. made• by the grievant in the hearing. 

The . testimony of several 9. None of the reviewing Portions of the Report statement of grievance were people similarly needs to be levels took into consideration examined by the Committee. examined more closely. It is clear froni: testimony the fact · that the grievant Those allegations not Professor Silverman testified that Professors McMillin and 
repeatedly requested to be on men~oned in Section I of this (3-8-77) that Professor Travis referring to confidential Paddock were against the the departmental curriculum report were either judged to be convinced him the Webster hiring of Webstel'_ to the tenure committee. not substantially harmful or appointment was necessary to track position (12-3-76). 

1 0. The grievant's not clearly demonstrated solidify the criminal justice contributions to the material have been deleted. factually, and for these reasons majQr. _ Dean Watts later community / were not they have not been referred to testified (3-30-77) that the recognized as fulfilling one of specifically. appointment as a full professor the main functions of the McMillin testified that he Section IV. Minority rather than visiting would look Criminal Justice Committee . 	expected the Unit RPT Position better downtown. Professor (number 8 Black Binder). Committee to make a decision In accordance ·with Section Travis_ clearly supported the D. Action which was not for tenure for Webster and was J 1.7 of Executive Order 240, appointment,. as is witnessed consistent with appropriate surprised that this did not the following minority position by the numerous memos in 'th.is criteria or reasonable ,; happen (2-2-77). He further is expressed: this minority regard in the RPT file and standards; and the like. stated (2-9-77) that it was position is in respect to testimony (3-11-77). Professor 1. The use of revised RPT Professors. Travis, Ross, and additional . material other than Travis later · testified · that criteria, effective June 6, 1975. Silverman, who were all key the detailed findings of fact Webster didn't stand-out It is unreasonable to expect the people in the hiring of Webster and _conclusions presented among fhe members of the The unresolved issue here grievant to satisfy the new RPT ..; and in his appointment to the previously. That is, there is Department, and he described is obvious. criteria within the few months tenure position, who brought concurrence ·with all the himself and others within the between acceptance of the adverse material to the previous findings, but dep<1rtment t(3-28:77) as criteria and the evaluations . attention· of th~ other Unit non-concurrence on the examples of "workaholics." beginning in October 1975. members (this includes the 
additional considerations According to Travis, Webster 2. The Unit RPT objections . McMillin and 
presented here ·and the didn't stand out among them. Committee's decision that the P·addoc15. ORIGINALLY 
recommendation itself. Dean Watts 'stated (3-28-77) grievant "adequately satisfied" expressed about Webster's 

that if there was any one thing category III of the RPT work). Professor Sasaki stated 
that stood out in terms of not <literia. The criteria state (2-10-77) that it was Travis 
recommending tenure it was who played the major role in alternative ways of satisfying that Webster would have teen 

A. Additional issues for the School RPT Committee in 
this categocy. The Committee the senior professor and the 

consideratio to the overall issue terms of the Webster decision. 
failed to acknowledge the kinds of things that senior 

of the John A. Webster Professor Silverman stated 
curricuium contributions of professors do probably wasn't 

grievance. (3~1 0-77) it was originally 
the grievant (Hie) and forthcoming from him. 

1. John Webster was McMillin (before Webster was 
appeared to weigh heavily the Testimony taken 

brought here as a Visiting hired) who pointed out the 
grievant's alleged failure to throug~out the grievance 

Professor, Step 3, from a problems in research. 
contribute to a specific clearly indicates that little, if 

school where he was an Silverman, also on the same 
curriculum revision and to any, search for the criminal

Associate Professor with day, stated that the success of 
proyide leadership in the justice position was conducted 

tenure. He was the only the criminal justice program 
criminal justice major. before the position was filled. 

candidate for the position was due to students being 
, 3. The requirement that The issue here is whether 

when he was hired i March of ~ pragmatic and Paddock being 
the grievant have outside reasonable judgment was used 

1974 for the 1974-75 academic chair of the Criminal Justi.ce 
review. In October, the Unit in . the initial hiring . 

year. He was appointed Committee. Travis testified the 
Committee stated that outside appointment. The implication 

(effective 75-76) with some 3. Two professors in the next day (3-11-77) that the 
review was required. In March here is that it was not. 

objections in the department Department were apparently "major gr.ew of its own 
the Committee stated · they In addition, there is a 

to a tenure track position, for against the appointment of accord." Travis testified later 
could not require outside · serious issue regarding the 

which he was the only John Webster to the tenure · (3-28-77) that ~ McMillin and 
review. At least one member of administrative handling of 

candidate, and with an increase track position. Over these Paddock are the ones who 
the Unit Committee Professor Webster's request to 

in- salary to Step 4 (within the raised objections, Webster w~s pointed out the problems with 
(McMillin's testimony) add additional material to the 

period February-March 1975). hired for the position. These ·webster's research, and 
.	indicated uncertainty as to the flle (numbers 33a, · c, 15 in 

Both these actions imply not same objections were then later additionally, - that the success 
need for outside review. Black . Binder) and the 

only ~lear administrative used as one of the criteria for of the criminal justice program 
Statements in the March Unit circumstances surro'tmding that 

support but that the criticizing Webster's work and was due to PAD DOCK AND 
Committee report held the · event . . It is unclear exactly a<bninistration of this College denying him tenure. Although WEBSTER. 
grievant responsible for the · what happened, although the 

had reviewed his records and this is related to the expected 4. A particular question 
failure to obtain outside review circumstantial evidence 

DEEMED THE APPOINT thorough review BEFORE that needs to be resolved is the 
according to "the procedure indicates a legitimate request 

MENT AT THE FULL hiring a candidate, this needs interrelationship between a 
employed in the case of other was made · to insert material 

PROFESSOR LEVEL TO BE t9 be viewed as a separate issue number of events in this case. 
tenure candidates in the (the .33a; Nov. 20, 1975 memo, 

APPROPRIATE? given the inconsistency with 
Department of Sociology/ number 15 Black Binder). This · 

Most, if not all, objection~ which these two professors' Continued on page 10 
Anthropology." request was approved (number 

to John Webster obtaining 33c in evidence) and then 
tenure at CSB could have been rescinded three days later. 
raised, in fact SHOULD have Dean Watts testified (3-28-77) 
been raised, before he was that there was no record of this 
hired on a permanent basis. item (number 15, the Nov. 20, 
Although examples of this are Section II. Recommenda 19 7 5 memo). Academic Vice THREE~WAY CHEVROLET 	

3100 CALIFORNIA 

DIAL 322-3 WAY . 

"See me (Gino) for your special price." 

numerous, two will serve to tions for Resol~g ~e Matter President Wilder stated 
make the point. First, the issue and Rational~. (3-30-77) that he didn't recall 
of teaching could have been A. RECOMMENDATION: , the memo or the circumstances 
resolved by finding out n) This Committee recommends surrounding this event. A 
how nominated at grievant, Job~ people were that the A. . serious question of what 
his . previous school and (2) Webster, be retained as a transpired in this time period 

· examining his SOCI and other Professor, Step 4, and granted remains unanswered, as do the 
relevant teaching evidence tenure. reasons for rescinding the 
from CSB. The examination of B. RATIONALE: . This request. 
poor Fall 1974 SOCI could Committee has concluded that 
have warranted waiting for the a substantial number of 
Winter 1975 SOCI which procedural violations did 2. There 

----
are unresolved 

Webster never administered. occur; that there was a failure questions concerning the · 
This informatio would clearly to take into account charge ·of hostility in the ~Pool- Pinball 

Monday : 11 - 11 p.m.

Wednesday
Thursday: 11 - 12 a.

Friday - Sat. - Sunday: .ll- 1 a.m
<Closed Tuesqays) 

211t CHESTER AVE.NUE 

have be-en helpful in substantial evidence favorable Sociology I Anthropology 
compilation of a summative : to.. the grievant; that there was Department. 
evaluation. Second, the issue of action which was - arbitrary,  
his research and publica-tions unreasonable, prejudicial, 
could have been resolved capricious, or not supported by 
BEFORE he came to this the evidence; and that there. 

' . campus, as he has produced no m 
was action which was not 

new publications since that consistent with appropriate 
time. Instead, the appropriate criteria or reasonable . 
administrator responsible standards; and the like. Given 
waited until the grievance itself these enumerated wrongs, the ... 

to solicit authoritative opinions Committee finds that no other 
about Webster's research and' recommendatiofor resolving 
publications (t~stimony on the matter is appropriate. 
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GRf Expanded, Revised 
To 

Australia Provides. 
Alternate Vacation Measure Skills 

PRINCETON, NJ 
College seniors planning. to 
take the Graduate Record 
Examinations (GRE) Aptitude 
Test next fall will see some 
changes in the exa,m. A new 
section designed to measure 
analytical skills will be added 
to the traditional areas that 
test verbal and quantitative 
skills. 

The change; the first since 
the Cl\frent form of the 
Aptitude Test was introduced 
in the 1940's, is based on an 
extensive research effort 
initiated by the Graduate 
Record Examinations Board 
that showed that analytical 
skills can be distinguished from 
verbal a~d quantitative skills 
and are related to academic 
success. 

Students, faculty 
members, and administrators 
from all over the country were 

· consulted in the various 
planning stages of th~ change 
in the exam. 

Educational Testing 
Service (ETS), which 
administers the exam for the 
GRE Board, explains that the 
additional measure will enable 
students to demonstrate a 
W.der array of academic talents 
when they apply for admission 
to graduate schools. 

Measures Various Skills 

Janis Somerville, GRE 
program director at ETS, said, 
"The new measure will test a 

, student' s skills i.p. a number of 

areas. Students will be able to 
show their 13.bility to recognize 
logical . relationships, draw
conclusions from a complex
series of statements, and
determine relationships
between independent or
interdependent ·categories of
groups." 

She explained that, like 
the traditional measures .of the 
GRE, the new test will use 
various kinds of questions. 

"Three types will be used
in the analytical section:
analysis of explanations, logical
diagrams, and analytical
reasoning questions, each
designed to test a different
aspect of analytical ability,"
she said. 

Somerville also explained 
that no formal training in logic 
or methods of analysis is 
required to do well on the new 
measure. 

"Some analytical skills are 
required and (leveloped in 
virtually all fields of study," 
she explained. ·"And, like 
verbal and quantitative skills, 
analytical skills are developed 
over a long period of time and 
are not believed to be 
improved to any significant 
degree by intensive study in a 
brief period of time." 

Somerville also noted that 
the 1977-78 GRE Bulletin of 
Information will describe the 
new measure and will include 
sample questions and 
eXplanations of the answers. 

The Bulletin is sent free to all 
students regist.:ring for the 
GRE. 

Sample Test Available 

In addition, a SaJillple 
Aptitude Test containing the 
same number and types of 
questions as the actual exam 
can be ordered at one dollar 
per copy. Both publications 
will be available on August 1. 

Despite the new addition, 
the GRE will remain · a 
three-hour test since the verbal 
and quantitative portions hav~ 
been shortened and the time 
saved allocated to the new 
measure. 

"The same research effort 
that produced the new measure 
also yielded shorter versions of 
the verbal and quantitative 
sections that are comparable in 
reliability and usefulness to the 
earlier and longer sections," 
explained Somerville. 

The GRE is taken each 
year by about 300,000 college 
students as part of the 
admissions process to graduate 
school. The exam is offered six 
times a year, while advanced 
tests in 20 subjects are offered 
five times a year throughout 
the nation. 
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Summer is rapidly 
approaching and the travel bug 
is beginning to bite. To relieve 
the itch, the Council on 
International Educational 
Exch'}nge (CIEE) is offering 
travelers a change of pace with 
inexpensive flights to Australia. 

This unique continent is 
the ideal vacation spot for both 
sightseers and sports buffs. 
Historical sites, recreational 
areas, and cultural customs 
abound throughout Australia, 
offering the \'isitor a thorough 
insight into Australian 
lifestyles and history. 

For only $909 (GIT fare) 
round..trip, half the regular 
airfare, tourists can see 
Australian city and night life, 
the open country of Alice 
Springs and the Great Outback, 
and the Great Barrier Reefs, 
one of' the world's greatest 
scenic attractions featuring 
coral reefs stretching for 1,250 
miles "along the Australian 
coastline. 

Land packages, which 
must be taken with the airfare, 
range from $165 for two weeks 
to $480 for five weeks. and 
include first and last night 
accommodations in Sydney, 
nightly vouchers in youth 
hostels and a bus pass ' for the 
entire length of the trip. 

Those who choose to stay 
four and five weeks will find 
the enchanting island of Fiji an 
added attraction, with meals, 
accommodations, and transfers 
included in their visit. 

of ~i::iv~; in~~.~...~~~ 
adventurous can comb the 

entire continent at their leisure 
with the Aussie Pass, which 
allows unlimited coach class 

Passengers will be tran:ling 
coach class on Quantas 
Airline's regularly scheduled 
flights. 

With these special group 
fares, both the seasoned 
traveler and novice are offered 
a chance to ;ee this vast and 
beautiful continent. 

Scholarship
Available 

The CSB School of 
Education has been awarded a 
scholarship of $250 from the 
California Retired Teachers 
Association in memory of Guy 
J aggard. This money is 
available for a student in 
elementary education who will 
be attending summer school 
(1977) or during the 1977-78 · 
school year. 

Criteria for the scholarship 
award include: 

1. academic achievement 
2. character 
3. p<Miential for success 
4. need 
The · dead1in e for 

applications for this 
scholarship is May 15, 1977. 

Each applicant should 
address the above criteria in 
writing and return it to the 
office of Teacher Education, 
Dorothy Donahoe Hall, by 
May 11, 1977 A personal 
interview by the committee 
will be held on May 12. Final 

~a~f~c;:i~;77~ll be made by 

Further information may 

be obtained by contacting Dr.
Marilyn Swank, Department of 
Teacher Education, DDH/CC 
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Interlibrary Loan Services 

grievant, certain faculty 
members, or administrators, 
_tJten _this is so recommended. 

(b) It is recommended that 
the RPT process be subject to a 
thorough review on the part of 
faculty and administration on 
this campus. There must be a 
way to evaluate personnel 
which would preclude six levels 
of evaluation and 
recommendation. If levels 
cannot be ellininated, then it is 
recommended that the 'initial 
employment period before 
evaluation be two years, and 
that subsequent
reappointments be on a one or 
two year basis so that there can 
be some justifiable evidence in 
the files on which to make 
constructive evaluations. 

The majority position on 
this report, Sections I, II, III, 
vas approved by a vote of 2 to 
1, with the dissenting member 
of this grievance committee 
submitting the minority 
position. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: (This report 
was submitted by the Grievance ' 
Panel- Thomas Heflin, Richard 
Noel, and Rodolfo Serrano-to 
President Jacob Frankel on 
May 3, 1977.) 

. 
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by Randy George 

So Professor Hill has 
assigned a research paper, due 
on May 25. You're determined 
to start early on this ·one, and 
have plans for finishing up 
your research by May 10. 
you're also' determined to go 
for all the gusto you can, even 
in the research you get, so you 
elect to utilize the services of 
the library's interlibrary loan 
department. 

· The first step, however, is 
not to rush over to the 
Circulation Desk- of the library 
and -fill out a request form. 
First. work through the 
Periodical and Abstracts 
sectio'p. of the library on the 
irrst floor. The people behind 
the Research Desk will be glad 
to answer all questions and 
show you how to read and use 
the Periodical Holdings card 
il.le, which lists all periodicals 
the CSB library has. 

Mter · glancing at the 
Readers Guioe (thB being the 
id'th week '.of the quarter you 
have already checked to see 
what books were available in 
the library stacks pertaining to 

Cure For 
the Generai Theme of the 
course "How to Build a Boys' 
Band" and have decided to 
limit your topic to the general 
area "Major Problems 
Encountered in Building a 
Boys' Band"), you see several 
interesting magazine articles 
published over the last few 
years, but one of the juiciest 
ones "76 Tried and True 
Guidelines in Organizing 
Beginning and Intei'Jilediate 
Bands" is in the August issue 
of a magazine Cal ~tate doesn't 
subscribe to - "The National 
Correctional Institution 
Digest." 

Now you go to the 
circulation desk and fill out an 
Interlibrary Loan request form. 
Then you return the form to 
the representative of the 
Interlibrary Loan department 
en duty at that time 
probably Don Devich, Diane 
Chinn, or supervisor Jenny 
Embry. They will then check 
their "National Union" catalog 
to find out what libraries carry 
that issue of the I.N.C.I.D. and 
then proceed to contact them. 

Headaches 
Embry says _ that the 

students' best chances for 

getting material quickly occurs 
when the needed book or 
periodical is held by another 
school in the CSUC system, 
because "If -they have the book 
and can locate it, we usually 
receive it before the week is 
out." 

If the requested material is 
not available within the CSUC 
system, then the library sends 
out requests to public and 
private college libraries within 
the state, and as a last resort, 
to colleges and other types of 
libraries outside the state. All 
of the requests can be made 
quickly by phone using the 
library's telecopier machine. 

The librarian informs you 
that the chances for obtaining 
your article are very good after 
checking the National Union 
catalog, and tells you to check 
back with them in a few days. 

You exit chuckling over all 
that "Trouble, Trouble, 
Trouble" professor Hill was 
ranting and raving about. the 
irrst day in class . .. 

Webster 

Coatinued from page 8 
This involves the events
surrounding the initial hiring of
a full professor, the
appointment of an associate
professor as a 12 month
department chair, and the
problems revolving around an
untenur~d assistant professor. 
Was there a relationship among
or between these events? There 
was to be a national search for 
a department chair; it was 
called off on the pretense of a 
lack of funds, yet a 12 month 
appointment was subsequently 
made from in-house. A visiting 
professor was hired with no 
announcement of vacancy for 
the job and he is subsequently 
appointed to a tenure track 
position with no advertising for 
the position. There were 
people against the appointment 
but one of them was untenured 
and this untenured professor 
appeared to be having trouble 
himself. 

When one examines the 
iJle and - the tenor of the 
evidence in the file, the oruy 
plausible conclusion to be 
reached is that Webster was 
being considered as a candidate 
for tenure. There are few, if
any, negative comments that 
would indicate otherWise. In 
fact, it is apparent from 
testimony taken that - the 
people who objected -to him 
had resigned themselves to the 
fact he was going to be 
retained as a tenured professor. 
It is the opinion of this 
minority position that the 
reasons for a change in attitude 
have not yet been revealed, 
given that the negative 
evidence is NOT in Webster's 
RPT file. 

B. Recommendations for 
resolving the matter and 
rationale. 

1. RECOMMENDATION: 
It is -recommended that the 
grievant, John A. Webster, be 
rehired as an Associate 
Professor, Step 5, and 
simultaneously awarded 
tenure. 

2. RATIONALE: John A. 
Webster was brought here and 
was given every indication 
during his irrst year that he was 
performing satisfactorily. B;y 
employing him as a lecturer 
and then advancing him to a 
permanent tenure track 
position (with a raise in salary) 
and then trying to deny him 
employment for the very 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

reasons he perhaps should not 
have been hired initially, casts 
serious doubt as to the 
creditability of this institution. 
The same evidence was 
available for the appointment 
to the tenure track position 
that was used to deny him 
continued employment. Since 
Professor Webster's 
employment at CSB has been 
terminated by the President, 
there is nothing thai would 
preclude him from re-hiring 
Webster as an Associate 
Professor with tenure. This 
would give this College a 
chance to fulfill its 
commitment to Professor 
Webster in a manner which 
 should be satisfactory to all of 
the reviewing levels, since there 
was never a question in regard 
to him fuliilling tlie criteria for 
Associate Professor. 

3. ADDITIONAL 
CONSIDERATIONS: 

(a) The inconsistent 
statements- received in 
testimony-about the numerous 
issues raised in this minority 
position should be investigated 
and resolved. If this means that 
disciplinary action proceedings 
should be instituted against the 

,

_...____ 

This Saturday, May 7, is 
the Second 6Jlnual Schlitz 
In tramurals Day Festival. 
Teams from 23 different 
schools will represent 
themselves · in softball (5 men, 
5 women), volleyball (4 men, 4 
women), and innertube water 
polo (4 men, 4 woD;len). 

The festivities this year 
will be held at the campus of 
Cal Poly Pomona and for the 
first time CSB will be 
represented. 

In softball the league 
leading Loafs will field their 
team led by captain Matt 
Hiendel. 

CSB will also have a 
representative volleyball team. 

The activities are 
sponsored by the Joseph 
Schlitz Brewing Company and 
is an all day event. 

Only the irrst place teams 
from each school's intramural 
program are allowed. to 
compete. 

We'll have the results in 
the next issue of the Runner. 

' 

---
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The Spring Intramurals 
Tennis . showdown came to a 
close last weekend. with the 
su'pport of some 35 
participants. 

-Michael Flachmann won 
the men's singles, handily 
defeating Randy Beultner 6-1, 
6-1. 

Bea Brooks again brought 
the nursing department a first 
by winning the women's singles 
by defeating Diane Davis 6-1, 
6-4. 

The men's doubles 
competition proved to be the 
highlight of the tourney, along 
with the mixed doubles. 

The team of John Herrera 
and Robert Blanche advanced 
to the finals by defeating Dale 
Frost and Richard Armstrong 
12-10 (ten game pro sets). This 
made room for the showdown 
between them and Randy 
Hart-Dave Terry who beat 
Maurice Randall and Arnold 
Valdez 10-7. Hart and Terry 
destroyed Blanche and Herrara 
in the irrst set and the crowd 
saw some excellent net play by 
Hart. ·

The irrst set found Hart 
and Terry up 6-1. Blanche and
Herrara came roaring back to 
split the match 601. Again 
starting out from behind 4-3 in
the third set, Blanche and 
Herrara came on strong to win 
6-4 for the crown. 

The mixed doubles, which 
is always a treat, was no 
exception in this tournament. 

Women's singles winner 
Bea Brooks teamed up with 
Blanche to beat Pritchett-Terry; 
10-8, then Hart-Pannuto 10-8 
and will be in the finals against 
Steve Hawthorne and Kim 
Vemastu tomorrow at 3:00. 

A recap of winners shows 
the mixed still to be decided; 
men's doubles, Blanche and 
Herrara; the women's doubles, 
Reeves and Davis; the men's 
advanced singles the great 
Michael Flachmann; the men's 
intermediate singles Dave 
Terry; the women's singles Bea 
Brooks. - The prizes were 
exceptionally nice this time 
and included a tennis racquet, 
a tennis bag, two . free dinners 
at Bill Lee's and two free 
dinners at Michael's restaurant 
on Chester. 

Our thanks go out .to all of 
these people and the Racquet 
Club for their cooperation, and 
of course toJulieJacklich who 
organized the tournament and 
made it work. Thanks. 
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Netters Drop Season Finale 


SPORTS The weather was perfect for up their games today in an ef provide the greatest challenge 
intercollegia te tennis-warm , fort to peak again for the con to the Roadrunners when the 
with no wind. Unfortunately, ference ." pair meet again May 14th in the 
that was all which turned out The only bright spot of the final dual of the tourney. 
perfect, or anywhere near it, day for the Roadrunners came "I've been pretty pleased 
for the Cal State Bakersfield 1 at number one doubles, where with the way we've been prac

Spring Schedules 
men's tennis team, as they' CSB's Benjie Luthere and Clay ticing," he said. " We have ten 
dropped their final regular Beckwith teamed up to stun the days before (the tourney) that 
season rna tch of the season to Titans ' Mike Duran and Robert should give us plenty of time to 
Cal State Fullerton 8-1. Gold s mith . Duran and get ready for the 'wars '." 

The loss, a non-conference Goldsmith, who before their Nielsen said he expects to run 

for Tennis, Track 
encounter, d r.o p s the loss to the 'Runners had com _ full-length practices through 
Roadrunners to 8-9 on the piled a 17-2 record this season May lOth , ending his team's 
season and ups the Titans ' as a team, were never in the preparation with a light 
overall mark to a healthy 25-7 contest against the men from workout on the day before the 
as both teams eye the weekend CSB and dropped in straight first match. CSB opens the 
of May 12-14 as they get ready sets 6-4, 6-2. Nielsen had special round robin Thursday, May 12th 
for the final showdown in their words of praise for his against Cal State Los Angeles 
respective conferences. The May 5, WOMEN'S TENNIS vs. Cal State Northridge THERE warriors . at 2:30p.m. The results : 
Titan will battle for the PCAA May 6, MEN'S TRACK at West Coast Relays in Fresno 
crown, while the league  " That is, without a doubt, the SINGLES through May 7 
leading 'Runners will host the best win of the season for them Robert Goldstein (F ) def. May 8, WOMEN'S TRACK at Cheetah Invitational, Walnut, 

CA - final Round Robin for the CCAA (Luther and Beckwith). Fuller Benjie Luther 7-5, 6-1. 
title. ton 's team has beaten some Mike Duran (F) def. Billy May 12, MEN'S TRACK at C.C.A.A. League Championship 

Head coach Kurt Nielsen ad great doubles teams from Stearns 6-4. 6-4. Meet through May 14th in Northridge, CA ~ 
mitted -his 'Runners were Arizona and Long Beach State. Kelly David son (F ) de f. Jun May 13, MEN'S TENNIS, C.C.A.A. Second Round Robin 
probably looking beyond yester I couldn 't be more pleased," he Koga 6-4 , 6-3. Tourney at CSB courts ALL DAY thru May 14th 
day's match to the conference said. Gilbert Duran IF ) de f. Clay May 6, WOMEN'S TENNIS vs. Cal Poly SLO at CSB courts 11 
tourney in two weeks, and at Neilsen said after the match Beckwith 7-5, 6-2. a.m. 
tributed that error as. the main that he has no reason to believe Greg Henderson (F ) def . AI May 15; WOMEN'S TRACK at District AAU Championships 
factor in the 'Runner defeat. the final Round Robin tourna ·Roberson 7-6, 3-6. 6-3. 

(site to be announced} ''l'here is no question our ment for the CCAA crown wtll Phil Fisher (F) def. Robin 
May 19, WOMEN'S TRACK at AIAW Championships in Los guys . were looking beyond come out any different than the McKee 6-4, 6-4. 

Angeles today's match," said Nielsen. last one, which CSB took 4-0 to DOUBLES 
WOMEN'S TENNIS at Small College Regionals in Los Angeles 

" They cared whether they won take the lead in the conference Luther-Beckwith <CSB ! def 
through May 21st or lost today, of course , race. M. Duran-Goldstein 6-4. 6-2. 

May 26, MEN'S TRACK at NCAA Division II Nationals at because wins here would have Defending champion Cal Poly - Fisher-Henderson 1F ) def 
Fargo, ND through May 28th helped them as individuals to San Luis Obispo , who the Roberson-McKee 6-1, 6-3 

May 28, WOMEN'S TRACK at State' AAU Champion~hips in qualify for the nationals, but I 'Runners dumped 5-4 the last G. Duran-Davidson (F I def. 
Los Angeles. . -

You 
think 

't 
they were trying to tune time around, 

to 
will figure to Stearns-Koga 6-2. 6-4. 

change banks every time 
youchange lifestyles. 
Graduation is one time you change lifestyles. But it's certainly not the writing with no minimum balance, personalized Checks, our handy Check 
only time. Guarantee Card, BankAmericard: overdraft protection: and commission· 

It happens when you move. It happens when you get married. free BankAmerica Travelers Cheques from our California branches 
It happens when you have children; take a new job, and so on. all for just $2 a month. 

The point is, you shouldn't have to worry about changing banks Chances are whatever changes you make, we're one bank that can 
every time it happens. keep up. We have Consumer Information Reports to help you keep up, 

And if your bank is Bank of America, you don't have to worry at all. too. Including "How To Establish Credit;' "How To Prepare A Personal 
For starters, with over twice as many locations as any other California Financial Statement;' "Money Management For The Two-Income Family," 

bank, we·re usually close b~ If you're moving, it's easy to transfer your "Income Tax Organizer," and more. , · 
account to whichever branch is most convenient for you. Why not stop by and talk things over. We serve more Californians 

We also offer a wide range .of checkirg and savings plans to fit your than any other bank - in school, and after. And we'd like to s~rve you. 
changing needs. Like our Ail-in-One® Checking Plan which gives you a ' If you qualify. 
variety of services in one simple pa~;kage. When your application for 
BankAmericard® and Instant Cash is approved, you get unlimited check Depend on us. More CaBfornians do. 

BANKm 
OF AMERICA 

Bank of America NT&SA · Member FDIC 
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Loafs 
-Dominate 
lntram.ral 
Softball 
Action 

by Steve Gary 

The unstoppable Heindel's 
Loafs edged closer to the 
Intramural Softball
championship this past week as 
they strengthened their already 
solid lead. The Loafs played 
good fundamental softball 
beating a solid L. U.Ch:A. team 
8-3 and moving their loop 
record to 5-0. 

In the upset of the week, 
The Zoo -crew towered to a 
12-9 victory over the 
previously undefeated Garces 
Gorillas. The Zoo Cr~w
rceorded the victory mainly on 
the heels of a five run outburst 
in the fll'st inning and four 
more runs in the fifth frame. 
With this lead, they rode home 
to victory via their strong 
defense. 

The Finesse Debris moved 
back into the championship 
race recording two wins the 
past week to improve: their log 
to 4-3. Gisbcrtz' Debris scored 
a 	9-1 win over the NoNames, 
then destroyed L.U.Ch.A.ny a 
25-12 score. They certainly 
have been playing the most 
exciting and enthusiastic ball 
of any of the teams thus far. 

The action offers much 
fun and excitement for 
spectators as well as the many 
sometimes added participants. 
Since there are games Monday 
through Friday, we're sure you 
can make it out to a couple of
games a week. The
entertainment is well worth the 
trouble. Come out and support 
your favorite teams. 

The standings through 
Friday 4/29/77 are as follows: 

Loafs, 5-0 
Zoo Crew, 5-l 
Garees Gorillas, 4-1 
Finesse Debris, 4-3· 
L.U.Ch.A., 2-4 
Nosox, 0-6 
NoNames, 0-7 

 

 

 
 

Craig Builds CSB Track Program 
by ~onyVengarick 

- Heald Coada at CSB 

After Craig'• dauchter 
R.enee wu bom in •69, Ow-lie 
received a• call from an ex 
Berk.eiey auociate, Peter 
Steiner (former CSB usiltant 
dean of . students) inquiring 
about whether he might be 
.interested in the head coach 
job here at CSB. 

Craig said yes, passing up 
an opportunity elsewhere. He 
says that it was the 
opportunity to build a team 
and to make the choices that 
influenced him to come to 
CSB. 

· Though Craig may have 
wanted the final word in his 
coaching job, he soon found 
out just how much that 
controls a team goes beyond 
one man's ability. · 

Craig lists recruiting as one 
of the hardships of coaching. 
"At the university level, 
recruiting is simply finding the 
best possible in each event. 
Because of the dollars and 
prestige, California universities 
can go to all comers of not 
only the nation, but the world. 

"At CSB we look for the 
multi-event athlete. Each of 
our men are expected to go 
three events, sometimes four, 
but this is average at most 
schools. 

The Personal Touch 

Would he -go after the best 
100 meter dash man in the 
state? 

"Yeh, sure. There are 
many greats who don't want to 
go 	 to a big school. They want 
an education, too. I tell them 
l:hat we're as good as the big 
schools in many of our 
departments, and that we're 
very concerned for our 
students. This school h<i!i a 
personal touch." 

How does Charlie find the 
athlete? "Well, the newspaper 
system is the best source. The 
L.A. Times and fresno Bee do 
as good a coverage as any 

-

• 

coach could want." 
Other problems? "Yes, 

lots. We've got only three 
scholarships to work with, and 
they're not of the calibre that 
U.C.i..A. gives. That's why I 
stress the value of c~oing to 
CSB, of not being lost in the 
crowd. 

Local Recruiting Problems 

Kern County is an 
e~cellent ground for recruiting, 
but local athletes haven't 
received much encouragement 
to stay in Bakersfield. I contact 
every good one here. I attend 
every B.C. track meet, and still 
the majority leave. }n this way, 
the community hasn't reaily 
been our biggest supporter. 

· "Bakersfield and Kern 
County are great areas for an 
athletic program and 
recruitment, but it's really 
geared to football." 

Craig emphasized that the 
outstanding cinderman who 
stays in Bakersfield after high 
school or junior college is the 
guy who likes living here and 
doesn't feel ready to go 
elsewhere. Citing Art Bell, 
Craig explains that he could go 
anywhere but chose to stay for 
like reasons. · 

Because there are enough 
high quality athletes of Bell's 
skill, and because CSB can 
offer many things that a larger 
school cannot, the college's 
program stays "above water." 

The major problem 
experienced by Craig and his 
teams are twofold - facilities 
and campus/student support. 

CSB's Facilities Limited 

"When you don't have a 
track, it's awful hard to recruit. 
When peopie see the facilities 
we have and look at what 
others offer, it's all over. They 
want a track and grass and a 
real gym. Besides, we don't 
exactly pay our athletes. 

"Teams and individuals 
can be champions without 

these facilities; there are man
examples. But, it is ver
disheartening. I've begged,
borrowed,- and stolen just to
get together the bare essentials
and it's really difficult. 

"Track doesn't · make
money either, so we can't dip
into the general fund in the
way others can. I will say this,
though, that there are frills
which· need to be cut so that
more money's available. It's
.::ommon on all campuses. 

Frills Can Go 

Care to mention them?
"Well, pre-game meals, hotels
in your own town, these ar.e
small but count. At Berkeley,
th$= list ge!s a lot longer. 

"About this time of year
we also encounter the real
battle psychological
depression. With no track, no
money, missing classes, and
traveling long distances in
order to compete, our athletes
have got to call on some of
their o~ inspiration that
others don't need. 

"And nobody seems to
appreciate this. Campus
turnout is poor. Newspaper
coverage isn't as good as it is
elsewhere. Who knows
anything about our team? Our
team is good. We have
individuals who can compete
with the very best. We can win
it all and nobody will know. 

- "We can't really blame
others, we'll just have to wait
until we get a track and for
people to learn how great it is
to watch a meet." 

Craig's Coaching Philosophy 

How about your
philosophy? Do you see track
as an exemplifier? 

"Most definitely. Truth is
the core of it all. You can't lie
to those guys. They'll catch 'ya
and then it backfires. I expect
a lot from my team. I know it's
a lonely sport, but it's also very
rewarding. 

"I know that the best
thing that track does for a
person is that he becomes
self-sufficient. You learn to
evaluate yourself, to push

y 
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yourseJf, to understand 
yourself. It builds confidence 
and strength. 

"I ask my guys only one 
thing, and it is a question for 
them to ask themselves, 'Ask 
yourself, when you walk off 
that field, if y"ou did the very 
best that you could. If the 
answer is yes; then you don't 
need to seek anybody's 
opinion.' 

"I don't discipline my guys 
in the way 9thers do either. At 
times, I believe I've 
compromised myself· more 
than I'd like to have. There's a 
constant fluctuation in 
philosophy and principles for a 
coach. 

"I don't throw curfews on 
the guys. I expect for them to 
take care of themselves in 
terms of training. I stay out of 
their personal lives until I see 
trouble and then I'm there. I've 
learned to spot signs early. I'm 
lucky, I've got some fine men 
to work with." 

Views on CSB 

Charlie, how do you relate 
to this campus? 

~'Well, I like it. Eyerybody 
knows each other. They're 
friendly. I'm enjoyin' the dual 
role of coach and P.E. 
instructor. It's really nice. I 
enjoy the atmosphere. 

"The people here don't 
really understand what we're 
doing in the Athletic 
department, though. 
Sometimes I think that 
athletics should be put out in 
the boon-docks. The people 
don't understand our 
frustrations. We're all pretty 
tight-knit in the Department, 
and are happy for the successes 
that each one of us have. 

-- "One good thing about our 
dual capacities as coach-teacher 
is that we remain a part of the 
school. It's good for all sides." 

Craig looked around the 
room, and excused himself for 
all the people who had 
i_nterrupted the interview, 
smiled, and thanked me for 
taking the time. I walked· out 
of his office. There must've 
been 15 people waiting to see 
him. 

Benjie Luther 

Sacramento native, junior, 
from American River 
College. Teaches tennis dur
ing off-season. 

BENJIE LUTHER 
Bakersfield native and NHS 
grad, highly ranked player 
as Air Force player in 
Europe. Physics major. 

The Runner No. 1 Double 
Team (Men) - Luther and 
Beckwith scored the only 
win against the Titans of Cal 
State Fullerton with a 6-4, 6
2 victory. In doing so, 
Luther-Beckwith defeated a 
top-notch doubles team and 
will next see action in the 
CCAA Round Robin finale at 
CSB. 

http:L.U.Ch.A.ny
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